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Abstract. This position paper explores the threat to individual privacy due to the widespread use of consumer
drones. Present day consumer drones are equipped with sensors such as cameras and microphones, and their types
and numbers can be well expected to increase in future. Drone operators have absolute control on where the drones
fly and what the on-board sensors record with no options for bystanders to protect their privacy. This position paper
proposes a policy language that allows homeowners, businesses, governments, and privacy-conscious individuals
to specify location access-control for drones, and discusses how these policy-based controls might be realized in
practice. This position paper also explores the potential future problem of managing consumer drone traffic that is
likely to emerge with increasing use of consumer drones for various tasks. It proposes a privacy preserving traffic
management protocol for directing drones towards their respective destinations without requiring drones to reveal
their destinations.
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Introduction

The proliferation of consumer drones raises a number of important security and privacy questions. Citizens
may rightfully ask “What/Who will govern the movement of drones and prevent them from crashing into
each other? Will there be a constant hoard of drones hovering over people’s backyards? Will there be a drone
police to monitor the drones?” Drone operators may pose a different set of questions: “Is my drone allowed
to fly over my not-so-friendly neighbor’s yard? Am I allowed to operate a drone in a particular vicinity? How
do I become informed about flight restrictions? Are there restrictions on flight parameters such as speed and
altitude? When am I allowed to record audio or video? To what legal risks am I being exposed by operating
a drone?”
Despite the increasingly widespread use of drones, there is surprisingly little existing work that examines
technical means by which ordinary citizens may protect their privacy from intrusive drone use, nor is there
adequate existing literature that presents technical approaches that drone operators may apply to prevent
accidental privacy (or legal) violations due to drone use. Also, with the increasing popularity and usage of
consumer drones, the problem of managing drone traffic in areas of allowed drone operations will emerge.
In this position paper, we propose a policy-based access control language for specifying rules governing
the operation of drones in a geographical area. We then describe how the access control mechanism might be
realized in practice with current consumer drones and provide a discussion on enforcement challenges with
respect to adherence to the specified policies. Further, we describe a protocol for managing drone traffic that
can be realized by modifying the proposed access control mechanisms.
Background. Currently available consumer drones offer various capabilities with respect to onboard sensors
and navigational control. Most consumer drones are now equipped with multiple cameras, GPS, accelerometer and other sensors to ensure smooth operation and various flight capabilities. The majority of drones
provide a real-time video feed using an onboard camera; this feed allows navigation when the drone is far
or not in view of the operator. Some more recent drones with onboard GPS can fly autonomously once their
flight path is marked with GPS coordinates [2, 7]. Other drones can autonomously follow a paired device

having a GPS antenna [4, 5]. We believe that the set of onboard sensors will increase in future consumer
drones, much as has been the case with smartphones and other mobile devices. These new highly equipped
drones will enable more functionalities, which in turn pose addition privacy and security risks.
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Privacy and Security Challenges of Widespread Use of Drones

Present day consumer drones pose several privacy and security challenges:
Threat to privacy. Consumer drones are equipped with high resolution cameras that can continuously record
and relay live video streams to their operators. Microphones can easily be placed on these drones to record
audio. Although such sensors provide diverse functionalities, misuse of drones can have serious consequences to privacy. Widespread use of drones will also raise issues concerning illegal surveillance and stalking. A prime motivation of this position paper is that such privacy concerns should be carefully addressed
before drones become ubiquitous.
Security and safety issues. Operating in the physical world, the drones themselves pose safety hazards.
Many incidents have been reported by commercial airline pilots with drones coming in close proximity of
aircraft during landing and takeoff [3]. Some consumer drone manufacturers have made efforts to prevent
such incidents by hardcoding the locations of major airports onto the drones and adding controls that prevent
their use in the vicinity of these locations [6]. However, such a solution clearly addresses only a specific issue
and does not scale. Additionally, such protections are brittle: we tested one of the consumer drones available
in the market and were able to take control from the operator by spoofing the control packet stream. More
generally, the lack of device authentication and other security mechanisms allow an attacker to hijack drones
and potentially cause physical damage to infrastructure and injury to persons. We argue that there is a strong
need for a standard policy language and secure enforcement mechanism for limiting the flight paths of
drones.
Threat model and goals: Our threat model considers the adversary to be the users of consumer drones
who, with unrestricted use of drones and their capabilities, can pose a threat to security, privacy and the
safety of other individuals and cause damage to property. Even in the absence of any malicious intent,
consumer drones can inadvertently invade personal privacy or operate in restricted areas due to lack of any
active guiding/restricting signals that can inform the drones (and their operators) of any such restrictions.
Ideally, all drones will have tamper-resistant components that enforce authenticated policies and cannot
be overridden. Unfortunately, such a scheme is likely impossible to achieve in reality. However, the current
status quo—i.e., a total lack of security and privacy protections—is also clearly undesirable. In this position
paper, we consider drones produced by law-abiding manufacturers (as opposed to home-built drones that can
clearly be constructed to ignore advertised policies). Our claim is that by developing and widely adopting
flexible standards for expressing drone restrictions, meaningful privacy protections can be achieved that
benefit both the general public and drone operators.
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Policy-Based Location Access Control

This position paper proposes a policy-based location access control mechanism for consumer drones. Our
approach requires sub-mechanisms for (i) specifying policy-based restrictions, (ii) communicating these
restrictions to the drone and (iii) enforcing these restrictions on the drones. For specifying policy-based
restrictions, we propose a policy language which can be used by a privacy conscious individual to specify
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restrictions on the usage of drones and/or their allowed capabilities near a particular location (e.g., his
house).
Figure 1 motivates our proposed system model. Here,
a homeowner specifies a policy as to whether a drone can
operate over his property, and if so, what restrictions are
in place. To be useful, the policy language clearly needs
Destination
to define both geographic boundaries and be sufficiently
flexible to support authorizations over a large set of actions (see below). Once the user has written a policy, he
configures his wireless access point (WAP) to periodically broadcast it over WiFi. WiFi-equipped drones listen for such policy “beacons” and verify that their current
state and their planned actions do not violate the advertised policy. As we discuss in more detail below, drones
that lack GPS-capabilities (or more generally, the ability
to accurately and precisely determine their current locaSource
tions) can use the signal strength of the beacons to estimate its distance to WAP.
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Fig. 1: System Model: A homeowner specifies a location

Policy language. We describe a simple policy language access policy for various capabilities, distances and day of
for specifying location access rules as a context-free the week. His WAP broadcasts the policies for that particgrammar L = (V, Σ, R, S). The rules for L are provided ular day and time as beacons. The dashed line indicates the
original intended flight path; the solid line denotes the adin Figure 2.
justed path that conforms to the homeowner policy.
Grammar L generates strings that define location based access policies for various capabilities. Once the
user specifies the values to be assigned to the variables, the generated policy strings will be translated into
rules before being broadcasted.
Examples. Let us consider the following example with policies specified in decreasing order of priority
from top-to-bottom:
(a) 0900 − 1400 : M on; T ue; W ed; T hur :  : Sphere : (10, 10, 10) :  : Allow
(b)  : Sat; Sun : F ly : Cylinder : (10, 12, 13) : 60 : Allow
(c)  :  :  : Sphere : (20, 10, 15) : 0 : Deny
Policy a allows all capabilities between 9 am to 2 pm, Monday to Thursday at any distance greater than 10
meters from the beacon without any limit on noise levels. Policy b only allows drones to fly at a distance of
10 m and 12 m high from the beacon while implicitly restricting other capabilities on Saturdays and Sundays
and also places a limit of 60 decibels on the drone’s noise level. Policy c denies any use of drones and their
capabilities within 15 m of the beacon throughout the day for every day of the week and has a zero noise
tolerance policy. Use of drones nearby airports can be restricted by using policy c. Policy c also acts as the
default policy in this case, restricting the use of drone outside of the time interval specified by policy a and
on Fridays.
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Towards a Practical Realization

To communicate with drones, beacons broadcast the specified policy for that particular day and time. Any
interface that can successfully communicate with the drones can be used as a beacon, with 802.11 WiFi
being an obvious choice.
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– V is the finite set of variables representing different parameters to be specified in location access rules.
V = {S, Day, Time Interval, Capability, Region, Coordinate, Noise Limit, Policy}
– Σ is the finite set of values the variables can take, such that:
Σ = {d|d is a day} ∪
{hhmm − HHM M |hhmm, HHM M are valid times in 24-hr format and hhmm < HHM M } ∪
{Hover, Fly, Camera, Microphone, IR-Imaging} ∪
{Sphere, Cylinder, 3D-Polygon} ∪
{(x, y, z)|(x, y) are GPS coordinates and z is the height from ground} ∪
{k|k is the noise limit in decibels} ∪
{Allow, Deny} ∪
{} ∪ {:, ; }
– R is the finite set of rules for governing the generation of semantically valid access rules. The set of rules R is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S → Time Interval : Day : Capability : Region : Coordinate : Noise Limit : Policy
Time Interval → hhmm − HHM M ; Time Interval|hhmm − HHM M |
Day → d|d; Day | (where d is a day of week)
Capability → Hover | Fly | Camera | Microphone | IR-Imaging | 
Region → Sphere | Cylinder | 3D-Polygon
Coordinate → (x, y, z); Coordinate | 
Noise Limit → k | 
Policy → Allow | Deny

– S ∈ V is the start variable.

Fig. 2: A CFG for a location access control policy language for drones. We remark that our proposed policy language is designed
to be extensible. New capabilities of future drones can be easily incorporated by adding a new value to set Σ.

We tested the feasibility of communicating with a drone from its operating environment by using a
bottom of the line Parrot AR 2.0 consumer drone and performing a toy experiment. The drone is equipped
with an 802.11 wireless interface which acts a WiFi hotspot to which any 802.11 supporting client device
can connect. In our toy experiment, we connected two devices: the first was the operator that controlled
the drone and the second acted as the beacon. The beacon sent ping broadcasts which were received by the
operator via the drone. This toy experiment shows that any device supporting 802.11 can be used as a beacon
to relay information to the drone or the drone’s controller. Relaxing the security constraint, the drone can
estimate the distance from the beacon using the observed signal strength and compare it with the distance
specified in the access rule broadcast [8, 9, 14]. In a practical setting, a beacon can keep trying to connect to
a drone. When a drone is in range, it can then broadcast the specified rules thereby relaying access control
information to the drone.
Higher-end drones are GPS enabled and can therefore better estimate their positions. The beacons can
also broadcast GPS coordinates specifying a space perimeter in the access control rules and drone can learn
the restrictions on its operation in that space perimeter. Future drones equipped with other sensors (e.g.,
proximity sensors) can gather data from multiple sources to get more accurate estimates of their position in
space with respect to the beacon and the policy specified region in space.
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Enforcement?

An obvious challenge — and one that we do not claim to completely solve — is to enforce the access control
policies.
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One potential approach is to rely on tamper-resistant hardware [22]. Our proposed approach requires
the drones to act on the access control information relayed by the beacon. To enforce the restrictions on the
drone, we propose a tamper-resistant “enforcer” module that manufactures could incorporate into the design
of their drones. The enforcer would intercept data from drones’ sensors and would act as a security layer,
similar to SELinux’s Linux Security Module architecture for regulating the use of system calls. The enforcer
decides which sensor is allowed to operate in the current environment based on the received access control
rules (Figure 3). With respect to movement, the enforcer can directly send navigation commands to the
actuators to ensure compliance to broadcasted restrictions or slowly land the drone as a failsafe mechanism.
We do not yet know how to build a policy enforcement mechanism when the adversary can build their
own drones with custom hardware and software. We likely will never be able to stop such an adversary from
posing a threat to others’ privacy and safety.
Despite this important shortcoming, we argue that there are
clear benefits for standardizing an access control language and
Location
enforcement mechanism: First, including enforcement mechaAccess
Rule(s)
nisms on commodity drones raises the bar for violating access
control policies by requiring drone operators to either build
their own hardware or defeat the tamper-evident features of
Camera
commodity drones. Second, and most importantly, including
Enforcer
Application
an automated enforcement system aids well-intentioned drone Microphone
operators by ensuring that they do not mistakenly violate fedIR-Imaging
eral, state, or local laws or ordinances concerning the use of
drones. For example, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) bans all use of drones in Washington, DC [1]; it
Actuator control
is unlikely that these rules were intended for hobbyist drone
operators located miles away from federal buildings, and in- Fig. 3: Enforcer layer between sensors and applicadeed such restrictions are not widely publicized. Including in- tion layer. Based on the location access rule(s), only
allowed sensor data is passed to the application.
tegrated policy enforcement mechanisms protects drone operators from unintentionally violating others’ privacy and helps
ensure compliance with legal restrictions.
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Privacy Preserving Traffic Management for Consumer Drones

Autonomous drones are not a distant reality and will be seen flying in neighborhoods doing various tasks.
As the number of drones operating in an area increases, the lack of coordination on flight parameters among
the drones may lead to collisions causing physical harm and other undesirable consequences. (Consider, for
example, the perils of ten drones simultaneously approaching an intersection without any coordination.) A
potential solution for coordinating movements is to have each drone communicate with every other drone in
its vicinity. Such solution will clearly scale poorly as the number of drones increase.
A better approach for managing drone traffic at regions of contention is to have a central coordinator,
i.e., a drone traffic controller, that regulates the movement of all drones passing through that region and
directs them to towards their respective destinations. Such drone traffic controllers are feasible by extending
the use of beacons for broadcasting navigational directions instead of (or in addition to) access policies.
Additional assumptions. We assume that drones can securely communicate with the beacon, e.g., via TLS.
We note that this may require beacons to obtain a verifiable certificate, e.g., from LetsEncrypt1 . We further
1

https://letsencrypt.org/
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assume that the beacon is connected to the Internet and can provide a communication link between drones
and the Internet. This latter assumption allows us to offload computations to the cloud on behalf of the drone.
A non-privacy-preserving protocol. Beacons act as drone traffic controllers for contentious regions and
route incoming drones towards their respective destinations. The controllers require destination information
for each incoming drone to make scheduling and routing decisions. Each drone approaching the contentious
region broadcasts its destination information encrypted using the beacon’s public key. Beacons maintain
state information about traffic—for example, the number of drones previously directed in each direction.
For regulating traffic, beacons compute a routing function that takes into account the state information
and the destination of the drone. The routing function is computed for each incoming drone request and
outputs the flight parameters to be passed on to the requesting drone. The scheduling of drones can be
controlled by injecting time delays in broadcasting the response to each drones’ request for directions.
A privacy-preserving traffic management protocol. The above protocol allows for managing drone traffic
using beacons. However, it requires the drones to reveal their final destinations to beacons. This may be
problematic for future uses of drones. (Consider, for example, package delivery systems in which purchasers
may not want their locations broadcast during the delivery process.)
We propose the use of secure-multiparty computation (SMC) for computing the routing function, such
that drones never reveal their final destinations to the beacons. SMC is of course resource intensive and
drones have limited computational resources. We remark, however, that Carter et al.’s recent work on offloading resource intensive steps of SMC to the cloud [11] can be directly applied in our drone setting.
A drone is able to communicate with the cloud infrastructure via communication relayed through the
beacon. We note that this link can be secured using end-to-end encryption between the drone and cloud,
e.g., using TLS. A drone, with the help of cloud, and the beacon perform a two-party SMC for calculating
the routing function without revealing their inputs. The Whitewash protocol [11] allows for off-loading the
garbled circuit generation for the routing function on behalf of the drone to the cloud, while the beacon
evaluates the output of the circuit. The inputs to the routing function, the state information and drone’s
destination, are garbled and supplied by the beacon and the drone respectively to the cloud. Thus, no party
learns the original inputs of any other party. After evaluating the garbled circuit for the routing function, the
beacon releases the outputs of the function to the drone. The outputs of the routing function will be the flight
parameters to be sent to the drone. The beacon will distribute the results of protocol runs to each drone,
encrypted with the ephemeral key provided by the respective drone, at pre-scheduled intervals to prevent
collisions.
The proposed protocol leverages the cloud infrastructure to benefit resource-constrained consumer drones,
allowing the dissemination of flight parameters without revealing drones’ final destinations.
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Related Work

Mechanisms for detecting malicious applications and limiting their access to various functionalities and
sensitive data have been thoroughly researched [10, 12, 15, 18, 25], with the primary aim of protecting
the privacy of device owners from malicious applications. Other works on permissions and privileges in
operating systems have focused on providing minimum privileges to applications by default and granting
access to sensitive data only when required to protect the user [21, 23, 24]. On the contrary, our work focuses
of protecting the privacy of other individuals from the drone operators.
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Jana et al. [16] proposed fine-grained access permissions for augmented reality application to protect
user privacy by allowing the user to specify permissions at the object level. However, the user who wants to
protect his privacy himself specifies the permissions, unlike the case with the operation of drones.
Our work is closely related to the work done by Roesner et al. [22] that proposed the use of external
indicators to convey permission information of allowed capabilities to wearable devices, freeing the device
user from the burden of managing permissions in changing environments. Our work builds off of a similar
idea to allow individuals to specify location access control rules that restrict the use of drones in a specified
geographical region.
Policy languages have been proposed for specifying security policies with complex constraints in different applications such as firewalls, file permissions, etc. [13, 19, 20, 26]. Of particular note, GeoXACML
is an extension to eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) that allows the declaration of
location-specific access rights [17]. These policy languages are too general and verbose to be well-suited for
specifying simple policies for the drones. Our proposed language is purposefully compact and is specifically
tailored for users of consumer drones with ease-of-use in mind.
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Conclusion

This position paper discusses the potential issues and questions that will be raised as consumer drones
become more commonplace. We argue that the community’s emphasis should be on finding solutions to
privacy problems before drones become ubiquitous. Towards this end, we propose a policy-based location
access control mechanism to counter the privacy and safety threats posed by consumer drones. We believe
that further discussion and research is required to realize the balanced use of drones and their capabilities.
We also address the issue of managing consumer drone traffic, set to arise with ubiquitous use of drones
in the future. We propose the use of drone traffic controllers, and sketch a privacy preserving protocol for
directing drone traffic without requiring drones to reveal their destinations.
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